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The reduced probability for an M1 transition between two 2+ states and the ratio of this 
probability to that for an E2 transition between the same states is calculated. The small 
value of this ratio is in agreement with the experimental data. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN a previous paper, 1 assuming that the shape of 
the nucleus is not axially symmetric, the authors 
showed that various energy levels of nonaxial nu
clei are satisfactorily explained if one assumes 
that they are assigned to be rotational states. The 
possibility of giving explicit expressions for wave 
functions of nuclear rotational states in terms of 
the parameters {3 and y enables one to compute 
relative intensities of different transitions from a 
given excited state to other rotational states. 

The intensity rules for transitions between ro
tational states of axial nuclei were investigated in 
a paper of Alaga, Alder, Bohr, and Mottelson.2 

In our paper, 1 we determined the prob.abilities of 
electric quadrupole transitions between rotational 
states of nonaxial even-even nuclei. 

In the present paper we shall compute the prob
abilities of magnetic dipole transitions between 
rotational states having spins 2+, 2+. Such levels 
are observed in Se76 , Te122 , Os188, Os186, Pt192 , 

and other nuclides. As we have shown,! the knowl
edge of the ratio of the energy of the second 2+ 
level to that of the first enables us to determine 
the parameter y and the ratio of the reduced 
probabilities for the electric quadrupole transi
tions B ( E2; 22-21 )/B ( E2; 22-0 ). However, 
according to the general selection rules, an M1 
transition is possible between two states of spin 2 
and the same parity, in addition to the E2 transi
tion. As the experiments3 show, the intensity ratio 
T ( M1 )/T ( E2) is a few hundredths for the nuclei 
listed above. Such values are a definite indication 
that the lowest energy levels of spin 2 cannot be 
attributed to single-particle excitations, since in 
that case the ratio of the intensities of the com
peting magnetic dipole and.electric quadrupole 
transitions can be given by the formula ( cf. ref-

erence 4, Par. 31 ): 

T (MJ) I T(E, J + 1) ~ {25 (2J + 1) I A'la (1i.w)r.tev }2 ; 

from which one finds that this ratio is 104 for A 
,..., 30 and nw ,..., 100 kev' while it is ,..., 10 for heavy 
nuclei and nw ,..., 1 Mev. Later we shall show that 
our picture of the rotational nature of the 2+, 2+ 
excited levels of even-even nuclei enables one to 
explain the experimentally observed value of 
T ( M1 )/T ( E2). 

1. THE MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENT OPERA TOR 
IN THE UNIFORM NUCLEAR MODEL 

The collective excitations of the nucleus are de
scribed in the uniform model of A. Bohr and Mottel
son by wave functions depending on five coordinates 
01.W which determine (relative to a fixed coordinate 
system) the deviation of the nuclear shape from 
spherical: 

2 

R(.&rp)=Ro(l+ ~ oc"'Y2"')' (1.1) 
!'---2 

They can also be described by the two parameters 
{3 and y, which determine the shape of the nucleus 
in the coordinate system fixed in the principal axes 
of the ellipsoid of inertia of the nucleus, and the 
three Euler angles which fix the orientation of these 
axes relative to a fixed system of coordinates. 

If the equilibrium values of {3 ana y are dif
ferent from zero, the lowest collective excited 
states of the nucleus correspond to energy levels 
of an asymmetric top (cf. reference 1). The wave 
functions of these states are eigenfunctions of the 
square of the total angular momentum. In classi
cal theory the components of this angular momentum 
are expressed in terms of the coordinates 0/.p. and 
velocities &p. by the formula 
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J. =:= ql6(- l)•B ~ (21 ,v + (L, - 'Y I21L) ~I-' IX~+·· 
"' (1.2) 

where B is the mass parameter of the theory; 
( 21, v + f.J.,-v l2f.J.) are vector addition coeffi
cients. In quantum theory the components of the 
angular momentum of the asymmetric top are op
erators acting on generalized spherical functions 
DirK which depend on the Euler angles, 

J D' 
v Ml( (1.3) 

=(-l)•YJ(J+l) (Jl,M+v, -vJJM)Dit-fv,K· 

We now proceed to compute the magnetic dipole 
operator corresponding to collective motions in 
even-even nudei. According to Bohr and Mottel
son, this operator is given by the formula 

9R(l!L) = (L0gR ~ R (r) V (rY1!J.)d't, (1.4) 

where f.J.o = eli/2Mc is the nuclear magneton; gR 
is the gyromagnetic ratio corresponding to collec
tive motion of the nucleons in the nucleus; 

.R (r) = BR.;5 ~ ilcl.[r x V (r2Y 2J. )] 

l. 

is the angular momentum density. 
We write the operator \7 as a sum of two 

terms: 

where L =- i [ r x \7]; we can then write 

[rx V (r2Y21. )] = ir2LY2J.. 

Also noting that 

v(rYl!J.) = (-l}"'Y3/41t)"', 

where the ef.J. are unit vectors which are given in 
terms of the unit vectors ex, ey, ez of a Car
tesian coordinate system by the relations e0 = ez, 
e1, -1 = 'f (ex ± iey )/h , and 

(el-' ·.L) Y21. = (-I)"' y6 (211.. + (L, -[L l2t..)Y2.A+I'-• 

we can write (1.4) in the form 

9Jl (l(L) = (LogR y3~ R,-5 
21t' 0 

:l R(&<p) (1.5) 
x ~ (21, 'A+ [L,- !L j2f,.)~J. ~ dQ ~ drr'Y2.A+l'-• 

0 

where R ( J.cp) is defined in (1.1) 
Carrying out the integration and using (1.2), we 

can write (1.5) as a series 

9R(l.[L) =ffno(1fL) +ffnd1fL) +· · ·, (1.6) 

where 

(1. 7) 

The matrix elements of the operator (1. 7) be
tween different rotational states are equal to zero. 
To obtain nonvanishing matrix elements, which de
termine the intensity of the magnetic dipole radia
tion between rotational states, one must include 
the operator (1.8) of the next approximation, which 
contains the collective coordinates af.J. and the pro
jections J v of the total angular momentum. 

2. PROBABILITY OF MAGNETIC DIPOLE TRAN
SITIONS BETWEEN ROTATIONAL STATES 

We calculate the reduced probability for mag
netic dipole transition between two rotational states 
having spin 2 and the same parity. According to 
reference 1, the wave functions of these states can 
be written as 

IJ!21m = (5181t2)'1• [alD~0 + b1 (D;,2 + D~. - 2) I V2J, 
·" (5 I 8 2)'/ D2 2 2 1 ;- (2.1) 
'f22m = 1t '[a2 mo + b2 (Dmz + Dm, -2) I v 2], 

where 

a1N1 =-[sin y sin 3y + 3 cos yeas 3y + V9- 8 sin2 3y], 

b1N1 = 3sinycos3y-cosysin3y, 

Ni=2V9-8sin2 3y 

x(V9- 8sin2 3j + sinysin3y + 3cosycos3y], 

a2N2 = V9- 8 sin2 3y- sin ysin 3y- 3 cosy cos 3y, 

b2N 2 = 3sinycos3y-cosysin3y, 

N~ = 2 V9 -8sin2 3y 

X rV9- 8sin2 3y-sinysin 3y- 3cosycos3y]. 

The reduced probability for magnetic dipole 
radiation in the transition from the 22 state to the 
21 state is given by 

B(M1; 22--'-"21)={ ~ l(2lm'j\m(lfL)I22m)l2• (2.2) 
m'1,1.m 

Substituting the values (1.8) and (2.1) in (2.2), we 
find 

B(M1· 22...-+21) = ~ 2g2 R2 sin23y 
' 497t1 fLo R t' 9-8 sin2 3y · (2 .3) 

The reduced probability for magnetic dipole 
transition between the 22 and 21 states is equal to 
zero for an axial nucleus ( y = 0), and increases 
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£22-£21 
Percent of 

cleus (kev) T (Ml)/T (£2) E2 transi-
tion (exptl) 

Nu 

Se76 643 9.8.10-2 98±1 
Tet22 693 1.9·10-2 92±4 
Osts6 627 6.5·10-3 99±1 
Ostss 480 1.04·10-2 99.6 

with increasing y, reaching its maximum value 
for y = 30°. 

As we have previously shown, 1 the value of y 
can be determined from the ratio of the energies 
.E22 /E21 of the two 2+ levels. Then the measure
ment oft~ reduced probability for magnetic di
pole transition enables us, by means of (2.4), to 
compute the gyromagnetic ratio gR for collec
tive motion of the nucleons in the nucleus. 

Using the formula for the reduced probability of 
electric quadrupole transition between these same 
levels1 

B (£2; 22--..21) = (10e2Q~/77t) sin2 3y /(9- 8 sin23y), 

we get the ratio of the reduced probabilities for 
magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transitions: 

B (M1; 22 ~ 21) _ J44 ( tLogR~ )2 _ ~: tLogR )2 
B (E2; 22-+ 21) - 7rt eQ 0 - 7 \ eZR2 ' 

0 

(2.4) 

where R0 is the nuclear radius. It is interesting 

to note that this ratio is independent of y and {3. 

The ratio of the y -ray intensities emitted in 
the two types of radiation is determined from the 
ratio (2 .4) of the reduced probabilities by the for
mula 

T(Ml)/T(£2) -(0 03k2flB(M1; 22-+21) (2'.5) 
- ' B(£2;22-+.21)' 

where k = ( E22 - E21 )/nc. 
The table contains values of T ( M1 )/T ( E2 ) 

for 22 - 21 transitions in a few nuclei, as ob
tained from (2.5) using the values J.l.o = 5.05 x 10-24 

erg/Gauss, gR = 0.4; R0 = 1.2 A1f3 x 10-13 em . 
The last column gives the intensities of the 22-21 
transition from the data of Lindquist and Marklund.3 
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